Autumn Round 4

Inkart Championship 2015

6th December 2015

Cadets
Heat 1
Alex Whipday started heat 1
for the final round in pole
position. Alex led away the
pack cleanly, ahead of Joe
Slamon on Jake Liptrott. Alex
had an enviable gap by the
end of lap 1. After a good
getaway at the start, Liam
Yarwood managed to
overtake Borghini Lam and

Daniel Sherry. Eric Su was
also on a charge, managing
to overtake Borghini, Liam
and Daniel to get himself up
to P4. Joe Slamon in P2 was
holding off an attacking Jake
Liptrott who was being
pursued by Eric, however,
Eric was soon able to pass
Jake, getting him into the top

three. Shortly afterwards,
Eric managed to overtake
Joe on the entrance to the
tunnel to take P2. Chequered
goes out and Alex Whipday
wins from a charging Eric Su
and Joe Slamon.

overtake on Liam. Towards
the back of the field Alex
Whipday managed to
overtake Joe Slamon for P6
and proceeded to charge
through the field. Borghini
Lam was all over the back of
Liam Yarwood, however
contact between the pair at
turn 8 allowed Jake Liptrott to

pass and get up to P3. Jake
was passed in the latter
stages by a storming Alex
Whipday. Eric Su won heat
2, followed by Borghini Lam
and Alex Whipday.

the inside of Liam’s at turn 2
to claim second and start
chasing Eric in P1.
Throughout the race,
Borghini looked the faster
driver, however Eric
demonstrated how well he
can defensively drive,
managing to hold off Borghini
for the race duration. A black

flag for Dominic Roberts for
contact with Joe Slamon saw
the only positional change of
the race. Eric crossed the
line first, very closely
followed by Borghini Lam
and Liam Yarwood.

was passed by Jake, Liam
and Borghini in very quick
succession. Borghini was
very aggressive this race,
and it was working for him,
managing to overtake Liam
with a daring lunge into turn
9. Towards the end of the
race, an already struggling
Dominic suffered a kart

failure. Daniel Sherry
crossed the finish line to take
his first win from round 4.
Jake Liptrott followed soon
behind in second after
climbing from last place with
Joe Slamon rounding out the
top 3.

Heat 2
Liam Yarwood started heat 2
in pole position. A clean start
was made by all, Eric Su
immediately attacking and
getting past Borghini Lam on
the entrance to the tunnel
and latching onto the race
leader. A lap later in the
exact same spot, Eric
performed the same

Heat 3
Heat 3 turned out to be an
uneventful heat with the only
positional change at the back
of the grid. Eric Su led the
pack away cleanly and was
pursued throughout by Liam
Yarwood and Borghini Lam,
who was close behind in
third. A determined Borghini
managed to slide his kart on

Heat 4
Daniel Sherry led away the
pack for heat 4. Jake Liptrott
got a great start and
managed to overtake
Borghini Lam almost instantly
of the line. Alex Whipday
who lost ground at the start
managed to follow Jake
through to overtake Borghini.
A struggling Dominic Roberts
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Cadets
Heat 5
Dominic Roberts started the
final heat in pole position.
The lights went out and Eric
dived straight across a fast
starting Liam Yarwood. Alex
Whipday quickly managed to
pass Jake Liptrott for P2
before setting his sights on
Dominic. Eric Su received a
black flag for contact at turn

‘B’ Final

1 with Jake Liptrott. Daniel
Sherry displayed sublime
overtaking skills, managing
to haul himself up from last
on the grid to P2. Eric started
to fight back after his black
flag and like Daniel started to
climb back through the field.
The chequered flag was
waved and it was Alex

Whipday who crossed the
line first, followed by an
impressive Daniel Sherry and
Eric Su in third.

Dominic Roberts led away the four drivers for the ‘B’ final. A clean get away was made by all.
In the early stages, Dominic was able to create a gap to second placed Joe Slamon. Liam
Yarwood and Jake Liptrottt had a good battle over P3 for the race duration.
In the closing stages, Joe started to reel in Dominic, however, ran out of laps to mount an
attack on Dominic. Dominic won the ‘B’ final and progressed into the ‘A’ final, Joe Slamon
finished a solid second place and Jake Liptrottt held of Liam Yarwood to finish P3.

‘A’ Final

The ‘A’ final was like heat 3, rather uneventful! The order that the grid set off in was the order
they crossed the line when chequered went out. Eric Su finished 2.7 seconds in front of Alex
Whipday with Daniel Sherry a further 10 seconds behind.

